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PDE EDP LOGO
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CMYK  94 56 0 0

RGB  0 113 206

HEX  #0071CE 

PANTONE  285 C



MINIMUM SPACE
A minimum blank space applies around any of the 
EDP PDE logo versions and needs to be observed 
at all times and under all circumstances.

This blank space is defined by the total height ‘x’ 
of the acronym and tagline combined. It applies to 
all 4 sides of the logo.
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WHITE VERSION
The white (or ‘negative’) version is to be used on all 
backgrounds where the use of a coloured version 
leads to confusion due to insufficient contrast.

BLACK VERSION
The black version is to be used in all black and white 
environments where the reproductive quality can not be 
assured or controlled. For faxes always use the black version.
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STICKER VERSION
In case of colored backgrounds or in case the logo needed to be shown overlaying 
an image that could somehow obstruct its visibility use the sticker version in 
order to make the logo stand out as it should. Black or blue are the options. 
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A B C

D E G
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THE DON’TS
Do not use the logo under the 
hereabove cited forms. The logo 
should ALWAYS keep its proportions 

(A + B), those can’t ever be altered for 
whatever reason. The composition: 
8 stars, 4 on each side (C), equally 
spaced, both the french AND english 
acronyms (D) accompanied by their 
fully outwritten version. 

Do not rotate the logo (E). 
The new logo is made out of one 
color only. The orange used in 
the previous one is not applicable 
anymore (G).



BIG HEADER

YOUR TITLE

Subtitle
Ed explaboreped eumque res quosa sundam facilia sitatiberem eratem 
eatem eum quis quatis dioriat iisquo volor sim accae dolestore magnati 
nisque por aut estion comnihi llanimet el exeror sapis am veni cuscien 
imagnatatat.

Erem sum rehent quo dolorio et id quas quiatquam nonsequi is as 
acimus experat et et, quae moluptium, sunt am eumquis earuntur sinvel 
mil eictur, sit moloresto tet eossequi unt que voluptur aperro id quasper 
itaquatet ulpa quo mo berupta comnisquam, consequis rehent doluptur 
ratur simi, omni quid es dolor ratum nonse pel ipientibust laut rero od ut 
ex es magnihictiae volupta quuntib usdaere icipisc ipsame corro elentur 
sit quia atem dion nobitate res quam quis dolectas doluptatio officit
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THE TYPO
The font used in the new PDE 
EDP logo is DIN Next Rounded LT 
Pro. This font comes in 4 different 

weights being: Light, used for 
body text; Regular in case of body 
text on colored backgrounds; 
Medium to put something in 
evidence or for titles and Bold 
mainly for big headers. 

Natively, the font doesn’t offer an 
Italic version. If needed this can 
be achieved manually adding a 
skew effect (false italic) of 10° to 
the text.


